GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION: RIGHT TO EDUCATION BRANCH
ROOM NO. 252, OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-110054: Ph. 23890097

No.F.DE.23 (6)/RTE/2011-12/233-260

CIRCULAR


It has been noticed that after the elections to re-constitute School Management Committees of Govt./Govt. Aided schools of Directorate of Education held on 14.09.2015, vacancies in the SMCs still remain. To fill up these vacancies, it has been decided that another round of elections be conducted in such schools as per the procedure followed in the elections dated 14.09.2015 vide circular dated 27.08.2015 and subsequent directions in this regard. In the invitation letter the HOS must mention the vacancies in the SMC for which the second round of elections would be conducted. For this purpose, the following timelines should be strictly complied with:

1. Date of giving letter of nomination/invitation to children for parents (12.10.2015).
2. Last date for receiving signed intimation to come for election (17.10.2015)
3. Last date for receiving nomination (23.10.2015).
4. Last date for putting up final list of candidates after scrutiny (28.10.2015).
5. Date of election, if necessary (05.11.2015).
6. Date of declaration of result (07.11.2015).
7. Filling up information online (16.11.2015).
All such Govt./Govt. Aided schools where any vacancy/vacancies exist after elections on 14.09.2015 should conduct these elections. The District DDEs would ensure compliance of these directions in their district. It would be the responsibility of the District DDEs to ensure that all Govt./Govt. Aided school where such vacancies exist within their district, conducts this election to fill up these vacancies as per directions. The final composition of SMC should be as per circular dated 25.03.2013 and further clarifications issued in this regard.

(Dr. ASHIMA JAIN, IAS)  
ADDL. DE (RTE)

All HOS of the concerned Govt. /Aided schools of D.O.E. through DEL-E for strict compliance.

Copy to:

1. P.S. to Hon’ble Dy.CM/Minister of Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
2. P.S. to Secretary (Education), Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
3. P.S. to Director of Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
4. SPD (SSA).
5. All ADEs/DDEs/Addl. DEs/RDEs through DEL-E to ensure compliance.
6. OS (IT) to upload it on the website of the department.

(Dr. ASHIMA JAIN, IAS)  
ADDL. DE (RTE)